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LESSON PLAN 1
January–February 2018
Level: B2

Time: 45–60 minutes

Topic: Word Creation

Lesson Aims
Students will be able to:
• analyse new words to understand their meaning
• understand how new words are created
• have fun making new words

TEACHERS’ INSTRUCTIONS
Warm Up

HOW WORDS ARE MADE

3–5 mins T  Speaking
Activity  Class Work

10–15 mins MAGAZINE pp. 42–43
T  Reading, Speaking, Listening Activity  Class Work

Ask the students to tell you the names of
some crazy movies they’ve seen. If possible,
they should give the name in English. Ask
one or two of the students to tell the class
briefly what their movie is about.

Tell the class that Frankenwords are just one way that
new words are made and that they are going to read about
other ways. Ask one student at a time to read a section
from the article aloud while the class reads along silently.
When there are questions in the text, pause the reading and
brainstorm answers.

Tell them you like crazy movies too, especially
ones about sharks. Ask if any of them have
seen Sharknado or Roboshark (it is unlikely!).
Write the names on the board. Help them see
that the names are from shark+tornado and
robot+shark, then ask them to guess what
the movies are about. (Answer: Sharknado
is about a town that gets hit by a tornado
full of sharks; Roboshark is about a Great
White shark that bites a UFO and turns into
a robot‑shark hybrid.)

The article offers the following techniques for word formation:
A OLD WORD, NEW MEANING
B PREFIX OR SUFFIX
C FRANKENWORD
D WORD FROM ANOTHER LANGUAGE
E BASED ON A PROPER NAME
F HAPPY ACCIDENT

AN INTRODUCTION
TO FRANKENWORDS
3–5 mins MAGAZINE p. 43
T  Reading, Speaking Activity  Pair Work

Tell the students that words like these
are sometimes called “Frankenwords”.
Ask them to guess why. (Answer: They
are made of bits of other words, like
Frankenstein’s monster.) Put the class into
pairs. Ask everyone to turn to page 43 of
the magazine and look at Task I in the box.
Each pair should try to work out which root
words make up which Frankenwords and
then discuss what the words might mean.
Give them a couple of minutes for this
then elicit answers from the class. Provide
the correct definitions if necessary.

As each relevant paragraph is being read, write
the corresponding method on the board until you have the full
list above (A–F).

NEW WORDS, MATCHING MEMES
10–15 mins Handout TASK 1 and TASK 2
T Vocabulary, Reading, Speaking
Activity  Pair Work, Class Work

Put the students into pairs. Give them HANDOUT – TASK 1
(words and definitions). Ask them to match each word with its
definition. Check the answers as a class.
Next, give the students HANDOUT – TASK 2 (memes). Ask
them to discuss which word should go with which meme
(image). Make sure they understand that only one word should
go with each image. Check the answers as a class and ask
the students to explain their choices.
Now ask the class how they think each word was formed,
choosing from the list on the board.
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NEOLOGISMS LISTENING ACTIVITY

WORDIFY!

CZ Tracks 26–30 / SK Tracks 22–26
10–15 mins
T Vocabulary, Listening
activity  Individual Work, Pair Work

10–20 mins HANDOUT TASK 4
T Vocabulary, Writing
activity  Individual Work / Homework

Write the following list of neologisms on the board:

Brainstorm the idea of “missing words” – that is ideas,
things, actions etc. for which there are no words. Give
the students HANDOUT – TASK 4 and ask them to
create their own words and definitions in accordance
with the instructions.

1 Manfast
2 Spaghettification
3 Foofoo
4 Tzpo

Solutions

5 Lol

An Introduction to Frankenwords

Tell the students that this is a mix of established
neologisms and new ones. Tell them they are
going to listen to some conversations; they should
listen for the meanings of the neologisms. Play
the conversations. Allow time at the end of each
conversation for the students to write a simple
definition (individually). Then, have the students
compare answers and work out which “trick” from
the article was used to make each of these words.

frenemy (friend + enemy): someone who combines the attributes of friend and
enemy, a toxic friend
glamping (glamorous + camping): luxury camping, e.g. with electricity,
heating etc.
chillax (chill out + relax): to calm down and relax
floordrobe (floor + wardrobe): the place where most teenagers keep their
clothes

How Words Are Made

retrotainment = things that are fun because they’re retro, e.g. 1980s cartoons
advertainment = advertising presented as entertainment, e.g. viral advertising
militainment = entertainment that promotes the military, e.g. America’s Army,
a PC game created by the US Army
irritainment = something you can’t stop watching even though it’s really
irritating, e.g. Big Brother
radar = RAdio Detection And Ranging
sonar = SOund Navigation And Ranging
laser = Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation

FRANKENDOMINOES

Neologisms Listening Activity

10 mins HANDOUT TASK 3
T Vocabulary, Speaking activity  Small Groups

1 big breakfast (Frankenword)
2 what happens when you fall into a black hole (spaghetti+suffixes)
3 cute (loan word)
4 spelling mistake caused by using a keyboard layout with the z and y
transposed (happy mistake)
5 funny (acronym)

Cut out the cards in HANDOUT – TASK 3 and give each
student a set (6 cards). Put the students into small
groups. One student lays a card. The next player lays
a card end-to-end with the first card (at either end).
The pictures cannot match. The person whose turn
it is must make a Frankenword based on the pictures
and say what it means. Computer and runner, for
example, could be sprintuter (sprint + computer) –
a really fast computer. Or it could be Applerunner
(Apple computer + runner), someone who is always
first to buy new Apple products. When it is the next
player’s turn, they add a new card to the line (i.e. at
one end or the other of the line of cards already on
the table) and make a new Frankenword as above.
If a player only has cards with pictures that match
the ones on the table, they miss that turn. Play until
the first group finishes, then elicit the cleverest or
funniest Frankenwords.
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TASK 1
1 K (B)
2 F (E: website name)
3 L (D: Japanese e 絵, “picture” + moji 文字, “character”)
4 I (A: “caused by a virus”)
5 J (D: Hawaiian “wiki wiki”, quick)
6 B (F: a bad correction of the word “cooperate”)
7 D (C: slacker + activism)
8 A (C: crowd + resource)
9 E (A: “an attempt to hit something”)
10 G (B)
11 C (C: free + recycling)
12 H (E: brand of luncheon meat)
NOTE: “Cupertino” is also a proper name (A) but its meaning as a word comes
from (E).
TASK 2
1xi, 2vi, 3x, 4ii, 5xii, 6iii, 7ix, 8i, 9iv, 10vii, 11v, 12viii
TASK 3: Various answers possible.
TASK 4: Various answers possible.
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Handouts
Task 1

Look at the neologisms and see if you can match them to their definitions.

WORD LIST
1 to unsee

2 to YouTube
3 emoji
4 viral
5 wiki
6 Cupertino
7 slacktivism
8 crowdsourcing
9 to swipe
10 selfie

DEFINITIONS LIST

A the activity of getting a large group of people to contribute to a project or task
B a word changed to the wrong word by autocorrect
C giving something to another person instead of throwing it away
D low-effort forms of protest, like signing petitions or joining campaign groups on
social media
E to move the fingers across a touchscreen
F to have a very active YouTube channel, esp. one that makes money
G a photograph that one has taken of oneself

H unwanted email, esp. sent to thousands of people at once

11 freecycling

I shared by many people across the internet

12 spam

J a website which can be modified by its users
K to remove the memory of something you have seen from your brain
L a small digital image or icon used to express an idea or emotion

Task 2
I.

IV.

II.

III.
VII.

VI.

VIII.
V.
XI.

XII.

IX.

X.
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Task 3

Task 4

Wordify!
We recently asked a group of teachers to invent a new
word meaning to get stuck browsing the internet. One of
them invented “webswallowed” (from web + swallow), as in,
“I only wanted to check my email but I got webswallowed!”
It’s a wonderful word that perfectly describes the situation.

Can you do better? Read the list of definitions and add 4 more
definitions of your own. Then make up words for at least 4 of
the definitions. Use at least 2 of the word-making “tricks” you
read about in the magazine.

1 A computer designed for very old people or for people who don’t like technology
2 A phone that only works for calls
3 A person who only looks beautiful from behind
4 The feeling you have when you hear a recording of yourself
5 A letter that you don’t want to read
6 Taking an exam or test when you haven’t done any work for it
7 _______________________________________________________________
8 _______________________________________________________________
9 _______________________________________________________________
10 ______________________________________________________________
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